**Glossary**

**Bhel**  
Puffed rice is seasoned with spices. At the time eating, boiled whole bengal gram, finely chopped potatoes and onions, small amount of vermicelli (prepared from Bengal gram powder), green chutney are mixed thoroughly and then spiced tamarind water is added and eaten.

**Dal**  
A curry usually prepared from red gram dal. some times the other pulses like green gram dal, bengal gram dal, black gram dal are also used

**Khichdi**  
A cereal and pulse preparation consisting of rice and red gram dal or green gram dal flavoured with salt and turmeric powder.

**Kadhi**  
It is a curry made from butter milk wherein a small amount of bengalgram flour and spices are added for flavour.

**Pani puri**  
A snack which has small round shaped fried cakes prepared from wheat flour. One side of swelled layer of cake is broken to contain a small amount of boiled whole bengal gram, finely chopped boiled potatoes and onions. Then this cake is dipped in to specially prepared flavoured water and chutney and eaten immediately.

**Roti**  
A roasted pan cake prepared from wheat flour.

**Samosa**  
A triangle shaped deep fried cake stuffed with spiced potato vegetable.

**Pan ka galla**  
A small box like shop which sells beetle leaves.

**Purush**  
Man